[Clinical effects of a 3-month formulation LH-RH agonist, TAP-144-SR (3M) in prostate cancer patients].
A randomized, multicenter, double-blind, parallel-group study was conducted in order to evaluate the hormonal kinetics, pharmacokinetics, efficacy and safety of TAP-144-SR (3M) a three-month sustained-release injectable preparation of leuprorelin acetate, a highly active luteinizing hormone-releasing hormone (LH-RH) derivative by comparing the treatment with two subcutaneous doses of the test medication TAP-144-SR (3M) and the treatment with six subcutaneous doses of the reference medication TAP-144-SR (1M), a 1-month sustained-release injectable preparation. Study participants were 103 patients with prostate cancer in whom a stable anti-tumor effect had been obtained with Leuplin Injection 3.75. The hormonal kinetics revealed that the proportion of the patients "maintaining the castration level of serum testosterone (maximum serum testosterone level during treatment below the castration level [100 ng/dl])" was 100% in both treatment groups. With regard to the efficacy, the proportions of the patients in whom the anti-tumor effects (> or = Stable) of the baseline treatment prior to the initiation of the treatment with the study medication were maintained during the study treatment period (6 months) were comparable; 84.0% with TAP-144-SR (1M) and 80.4% with TAP-144-SR (3M). On evaluation of the pharmacokinetics, the mean value of AUC1-12w of the serum TAP-144 concentration (including the metabolite M-I) for the treatment with TAP-144-SR (3M) was 77.0% that of the treatment with TAP-144-SR (1M). Adverse events were similar in the subjects on TAP-144-SR (3M) and in those on TAP-144-SR (1M). There existed no big differences in kind, incidence or time of occurrence of adverse events between two groups. TAP-144-SR (3M) showed no clinically relevant findings in particular. These results indicate that one dose of TAP-144-SR (3M) is comparable to three doses of the already approved Leuplin injection 3.75 in serum testosterone level-inhibitory effect, efficacy and safety. Hence, it is considered that TAP-144-SR (3M) is a drug suitable for treatment of prostate cancer over a prolonged period of time.